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Figure 1: The New Kiss by Malachi Diaz
Artist’s Statement
The New Kiss by Malachi Diaz
My work explores the relationship we have developed with our
devices. We strive for connection and have a fundamental desire to
be loved, but that desire has been exploited. Technology has been
designed to propagate an economy of surveillance capitalism and
replace real things we love with our devices.
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We used to walk throughout town
gazing at the beauty
in the gleaming sun
we’d sit among the changing of the seasons
tasting variety of foods
enjoying each other’s company, feeling connected
until the sky darkened with smoke and disease
today I walk through the town
glancing at the beauty that was once present
in the silent atmosphere
feeling the emptiness that hasn’t appeared in ages
like once a blooming flower, now a withered plant
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Sylvia Reiter is a student at CSUMB. This poem was written as
part of a first-year composition course
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